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WORK IS CHANGING  
IN DRAMATIC WAYS. 

Real estate is condensing. Technology is evolving. Work styles are 
more varied than ever before. Combined, these changes present a 
number of challenges to office planning. That’s why pL-D and Kimball 
Office teamed together to create a more versatile lounge-based 
system—one that provides power access, acoustical separation, 
and functionality for open or enclosed spaces.

Pairings works as a simple lounge group, or as a robust system 
capable of transforming an open space into a “third space.” 
Configured with other products and media, the collection offers 
expansive options for both working and meeting.

Made with comfort and flexibility in mind, Pairings is a family of 
components that can be crafted together to create formal or informal 
settings in support of today’s work-play-gather environments.

Also shown
Ottoman: Dwell 
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PAIRED TO PERFECTION  
Some things are simply better together. Comfort and style. Flexibility and 
convenience. Choice and harmony. You can have it all with Pairings—a  
diverse collection that accommodates people in corporate, education, or 
hospitality environments.
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Ready for a setting individuals and small teams will flock to? Add privacy 
panels to create the comfort of a lounge area with the seclusion of an 
individual workspace. A tech-friendly collection ideal for impromptu 
meetings or a moment alone, panels can be configured on one, two,  
or three sides of a seat or sofa.

Also shown
Task Seating: Wish / Benching, Occasional Table and Mobile Screen: KORE 
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Since work and life are blending into one, Pairings takes inspiration 
from both. Its soft feel and refined aesthetic make it possible to 
create a welcoming setting where people feel right at home.
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Accessible. Discrete. That’s the kind of power you need—and the kind  
you get with Pairings. Power can be configured directly into a seat or table, 
so individuals or small teams can stay seamlessly connected. Power can 
also be integrated into a divider wall to create an ancillary workspace 
when configured with a work shelf.

Also shown
Stool: Lusso / Media Cart: KORE / Pull-up Table: Bloom
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Alone or in conjunction with other Kimball products, Pairings can 
divide a space, multiplying functionality in open plan environments.

Also shown
Conference Table and Mobile Markerboard: KORE / Chair: Lusso / Ottoman: Dwell /  
Pull-up Table: Bloom
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When you add accessories and privacy panels, a chair can be much 
more than a chair. By adding a tech or tablet arm, users can orient 
the worksurface in a way that’s comfortable and fit for the task.

Also shown
Ottoman: Dwell
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Tiered perch seating provides an area for impromptu casual 
gathering. Keep it simple or add a divider wall with work shelves to 
create a working lounge area. With optional power built in, you are 
always connected and fully functional.

Also shown
Stool: Lusso / Ottoman: Dwell / Table: Dock
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THOUGHT STARTERS
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Dual Nature (pictured above and below) 

Support individual work styles on multiple levels by 

creating separate meeting areas on either side of a 

divider wall. Add a work shelf or a portable surface 

to divider walls for additional functionality.    

Lounge Around 

A basic lounge setting emphasizes 

comfort during face-to-face gatherings.

Long and Lean 

Privacy panels create an isolated retreat  

in an open setting. A tablet arm option 

and power add a functional dynamic.

Casual Vibe 

Form a social space for private 

meetings or casual socializing.
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THOUGHT STARTERS

Space and Time 

Components connect to create a welcoming 

space within an open setting.

On the Shelf 

A divider wall takes on a new dynamic with 

a work shelf for casual, standing meetings.

Divide And Conquer (pictured above and below)

A blend of seating supports individual work and 

seamless collaboration. By integrating a divider 

wall, one meeting space becomes many.

Mix it Up 

Individual seats can be arranged in multiple ways 

with the support of a divider wall. Adding a tech 

arm provides a personal, adjustable worksurface. 
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THOUGHT STARTERS

Alter your Style 

Need a creative solution for a small area of 

space? Stagger layers of seating for endless 

options in any space; large or small.

Pull it Together 

Perch seating and divider walls fit together 

nicely to create separate, yet joined areas 

within a space.

Define the Space (pictured above and below)  

Mix and match fabrics and incorporate 

technology for a fun yet functional informal 

gathering area.

All in the Open 

Low, Mid and Corner sections easily come 

together to create configurations that fit any  

open plan setting. 
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STATEMENT OF LINE

One-Seat Bench
Available in 21" and 29" depths

One-Seat Armless Lounge

One-Seat Lounge with 2" Arm

One-Seat Lounge with 8" Arm Three-Seat Lounge with 8" Arm

Two-Seat Bench 
Available in 21" and 29" depths

Two-Seat Armless Lounge

Two-Seat Lounge with 2" Arm

Three-Seat Bench 
Available in 21" and 29" depths

Three-Seat Armless Lounge

Three-Seat Lounge with 2" Arm

SEATING

Please reference the Pairings price list for full statement of line and the complete offering of material options.

Two-Seat Lounge with 8" Arm

45° Crescent Bench
Available in 21" and 29" depths

Corner Bench
21" x 21" and 29" x 29"  

One-Seat Right Side and Back

One-Seat Full Back and Sides One-Seat Full Back and Sides with Tech Arm

45° Crescent Lounge 
Available in 29" depth 

Two-Seat Right Side and Right Back

Three-Seat Full Back and Sides

90° Corner Lounge
Available in 29" depth

Three-Seat Left Side, Left Back, and Left Center

PRIVACY PANELS

DIVIDER WALLS  
Available in 30" and 41" heights

Freestanding 
Available in 27", 54" and 81" widths

*Combination of In-Line and Freestanding walls, reference Pairings price list for more details

Z Wall* 90° Corner
Available in 21" and 29" depths

Plus Wall*
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Please reference the Pairings price list for full statement of line and the complete offering of material options.

STATEMENT OF LINE & DETAILS

Brushed Aluminum Leg Polished Aluminum Leg 2" Arm Cap

Tablet Arm8" Arm Cap Tech Arm

DETAILS

Round
21",  29" and 42"

One-seat  
Low Seat

Two-seat  
Low Seat

Inside Corner  
Mid Seat

Inside Corner  
Low Seat

One-seat  
Mid Seat

Outside Corner 
Low Seat

Two-seat  
Mid Seat

Magazine
29" x 36" and 29" x 54"

Square
21" and  29" 

PERCH

TABLES

In-Line Rectangle
Available in 21" and 29" depths

In-Line 15° Bullet 
Available in 21" and 29" depths

In-Line 45° Wedge
Available in 21" and 29" depths

Pull-Up
21"

Storage Arm with Power Module Option  

Magazine with Power Module Options

Bench with Portable Surface, 18"D x 12"WArm with Power Module Option 

Divider Wall with Glass Screen Divider Wall with Resin Screen Divider Wall with Power Option

Divider Wall with Portable Surface 10"D x 12"W Divider Wall with Work Shelf Divider Wall with Surface

Outside Corner 
Mid Seat
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